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If there be no continued life, what strange

aspeet is cost thereby or\ the obligation that an

hones! man feels to tell the truth at all costs !

How foolish seems the kbnesty of a bankrupt



*.

whom a lit* might have kept rich ! What: a

mistake is tha voluntary death for another's aake

of the sea-man or the patriot who might have

served him- self of the martyr's death at the

stake, in order to be loyal to truth, Faith or

Conscience I Unless we are ready to accept as

the model* of wise and true rn^n tho.se who
brazenly Uirowover-board al! inconvenient scruply
abjut integrity, justice, patriotism, we muat

accept those commending ideals as pointing to a

realm above the senses and beyond the view <p

death.

(James Thomson Bisry Ph, D.)
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The grent majority of mankind have always,
believed in some fashion in a life after death*

many in the essential immortality of the soul,

But it is certain that we find nrr^ny dis~ believers

in such doctrins, who yet retain the noble*

attributes of humanity. It may however, be*

questioned whether it be possible even ro imagine

the^reat bulk of our race to hav<" lost thfir belief

in a future state of existence and yet to hnvi*

retained the virtues of Civilized and well ordered

Communities.

(The Unseen Universe)
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The re-incarhation of souls is not a new idea;

it is on the contrary, an idea as old as humanity
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itself. It In UK* mc'tampsychosis, whlrh from the

Indians passed to the Kgyptinns from the Egy-
pliant to th<* Greeks ami which was afterwards

professed l>y the Druids,

(The Day after Death)
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In the next century this will be astonishingly

perceptible to the minds of men. 1 will also make
a statement which you will surely set verified.

Before the clear revelation of spirit communica-
tion there will be a terrible war in different parts

of the world.

(The New Revelation P- 1 2)

a
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It com<ft in the main through automatic wri-

ting where the hand of the human medium is

controlled, either by an alleged dead human being

an in the case of Miss Julia Ames or by an alleged

higher teacher, as in that of Mr. Stainton Mos^s*
These written communications are supplemented

by a vast number of trance utterances and by the
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verbal messages of spirits, given through the lips

of mediums. Sometimes it has even come by
direct voices, as in the numerous cases detailed

by Admiral Usborne Moore in his book "The
Voices

"
Occasionally it has come through the

family circle and tabletilting as for example in tlu*.

two cases I have previously detailed within my
own experience. Sometimes as in a case recorded

by Mrs. De morgan, it has come through the hand
ot a child,

. (The New Revelation. P 61-62)
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:Again, if Miss Julia Ames c^n tell Mr. Stead

things in her own earth life of which he could not

''have cognisance' and if" those things are shown,
when tested, to be true, then one is more inclined



to think that those things which cauuot he

are tme also. Or once again, if Raymond can tell

u* of a photograph BO copy of which had reached

England and which proved to be exactly as lie den

cribed It and if he can give us, through the
lips^p

strangers all sorts of details of hfs homelife'whidh

his own relatives had to verify before 'they found

them to he true, is it unreasonable to suppose that

he is fairly accurate in his description of his own.

experiences and state of life at the very moment
at which he is communicating? Or when Mr,
Arthur Hill receives messages from, folk of whoa*
he never heard and afterwards verifies that' they
are |true in every detail, is it not a fair inference

that they are speaking truths also when they; give

'any light upon their present condition)
s ^i

(The New Revelation. P. 64-65)
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There is no real breach of continuity between
the dead and the Hying .......... ..... 1 and some others
have been gradually convinced. My son hasn

given me convincing evidence, moreover he wants
me ;tp

speek out and 1 .vhftlL- 1 am aa convinced of
continued existence on the other side of death, as



1 am of existence here....... 1 'shall go further and
say 1 am reasonably convinced, of the existence of

grades of being not only lower in the scale than
man but higher also, grades of every order of

magnitude from zero infinity. Raymond or" Life
and Death, by Sir Oliver

.
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A week after my father's funeral 1 was writing
a business letter, when something teemed to In-

tervene between my hand and the motor centres of

my brain and the hand wrote at an amazing Irate a

letter, signed with my father's signature and pur*
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porting to come from him, -For a year after this

letters came frequently and always at unexpected
times- 1 never knew what they contained until I

examined them with a' .magnifying gl*s$. They
were microscopic. And they contained a vast

amount of matter with wh'th it was impossible for

me to be acquainted;
;< *

*

' Unknown to me, my mother, who was staying

.some sixty miles away, lost her pfet dog which my
father had given her. The same night 1 had a

lettef from him condoling with her and stating that

the dog was now with him, 'All things which * love

iis and are necessary to our happiness in the world

are with us here. A moat sacred secret known to

no one but my father and mother, concerning a

matter which occurred years before 1 was born,

was afterwards told me in the script with the com-

ment: "Tell your mother this and she will know*
that it is 1, your father, who am writing/"---

.

'

: (The New Revelation, P. 156-57)
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^ rs * Pa<3uet on the morning of October 24th,
1889 after her housband had gone to work; was
making some <ei for herself when she saw a vision
ofc her brother, Rdmund Dunn, standing only A
few fe<-t away and her report continue^

The apparition stood with back towards me
or rather partially so and was in the act of falling
forward away frr.rn me. Tbs vision lasted but a
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taom'ent disappearing over a low railing, but was

very distinct. 1 dropped the tea t clasned my hands
to my face and exclaimed, 'My God! Edmund is

drowned,*

At about "half past ten A* M, my husband

ceived a telegram from Chicago announcing the

drowing of mv brother. When he arrived home ha

said to me 'Edmund is sick in hospital at Chicago*

to which I replied 'Edmund is drowned, I saw

him go overboard**

Statement of accident.

On October 24th, 1R89, Edmund Dunn,
brother of Mrs. Agnes Paquet, was serving as fire-

man on 'the Tug Wolf, a small steamer engaged in

lowing vessels in Chicago harbour, At about 3 o*

clock 'A. M. the tug fastened to a vessel, inside the

piers to"tow her up the river. While adjusting the

tow-line Mr. Dunn fell or was thrown overboard

by the tow-line and drowned-

The Survival of Mao, pa^e 61-82.

. 24 w*>3> 1889
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Since mankind cauie tip out of savagery,

prohlem has been:* What is the ultimate end?

What, if anything, awaits on the other side of

<leaths xriysteriD'as door? What actually happen*
when the hoar strikes that closes manf

s career,

when, leaving 11 the gathered wealth of land and

good, he goes out into the seeming dark alone?

Is* death the end, annihilation and for^etfnlness

or <Jo w<* awake in some other sphere or condition*

where, retaining personality, we progress toward

thr infinite?

In humble homes and in the halls of learning;,

search for truth has been carried forward. The
is for fact Men of science have blazed

the trail <ind led the way Lombroso of Italy; Dr.

Richet of Franee; Alfred Russell Wallace, co-

worker with Darwin; Sir William Crookes. Stead.

Sir Oliver Lodge. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, arid

others working under the most exacting; scientific

conditions, have discovered and come in touch

with the next world, peopled with thos** whcrhave

lived in this, and, with the courage of their convic-
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tion?, have given us the r* suits of research anci

dignified this philosophy,

On tKe cover of Frontiers Of The After Life

appears over my signature, this most remarkable
statement,

,
. -f /

"ON OVER 700 NIGHTS, COVERING A
PERIOD OF 22 YEARS, IN MY OWN HOME.
UNDER SCIENTIFIC CONDITIONS, 1 TALKED
VOICFJ 'TO VOICE

'

WITH "THE LIVING
DEAD."

V
."

The statement that the sio-'caHed dead c?

speak, and their voices, he heard distinctly, IB so

beyond ordinary,experience that it carries little

weight Unless we come to understand how such n

thing is possible When .that j$ comprehended, we
find it i simple as any other pf nature's processes.
The facts stated in Frontiers of the After Life were
obtained by me from sorit peoole who spoke as

^tyhen in the physical body. Their voices were
clear and distinct and at timest rang through' ray,
whole hou$e. ,

j
"*

..

'
*

; ;

,

1 have seen prit bodies materialise, have
touched them and found t,hem as the natural, 1

Keve heard them speek and tell over and over

again that they had bodies, the same bodies as

when they lived the earth life. Still 1 was not

satisfied, and sought to know the character of the
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two, how thev blended, how they worked as one, *

what natural law involved^ what happened in the

dissolution nroce^n, why two were neccsra'ry, to

the end that 1 might comprehend the fact* for until

such knowledge was acquired 1 had only a very

ha/y idea, if ftny, of the situation.

"Life i expressed in form; without form it

would not function* We cannot see the mighty
oak in the heart of the acorn, hut it is there in all

its splendid promise. We fannot see man, the

wonder of creation, in the fluid that .first clothes

it in its conception; but man is there with form and

feature, strength and charecter, which will pver
have continuity With mankind the sprit body is

clothed, in the beginning, with a flesh garment, a

meterial vibrating more slowly than the, ether of

which it is composed, and the process of growth
commences. The next change- is the physical birth;

then comes earth life and the development physi-
cal and spiritual; from the outer covering* in the

change called death* no more wonderful and not

half so mysterious a* birth; then on, to climb the

heights in everlasting life. Such are the teachings

..that have come to me, voice to voice, from spirit

peoplerr* some whom I personally have known,
and others whom 1 have come to know and respect

in this work.

*

"This inner spirit body, during this stage of

its development, is simply clothed* covered or



housed in a visible slow vibrating garment that we
call flesh, which has no sensation. This is evident

from the fact that when the one is separated from

the other, the outer body has no sensation or

motion, PO that it decays* and .loses

"That experience called death is nature's pro-
cess by which the two a*e seperated. The habita-

tion, for some causey becomes .unfit for further

occupancy. The spirit, or the inner body, is released

for 'further progression from the* tenement which

is no longer habitable. The earth body goes back

into its -element;' to be used again to clothe the

other forms ot life. The inner or spirit body, hold-

ing its same form, invisible then as before, but

functioning as before, labours and finds further

opportunity for growth and spirituality. This it

finds in the zones or belts that surround this globe

and, when proper conditions are madet it answers.

to our call, and tells us of life in its new plane!,

invisible to mortal eye.'*

'

ii

"I asked this question of Dr. David Hossack,
who has baen in spirit life nearly a fcentury,"

'"

i

The spirit answered: *lt Is -difficult to explain
to you who know little of matter^ the location and
boundaries of the various planes where we live,

First let me impress upon you the facttthat energy,

that is
!

?life, cannot express itself in substance. Th^s

idea that spirit people function without substance



and that they anci the plane in which they live are

tinsubstantial, is preposterous Wd illogical. The
gases that compose water taken peperately, are as

substantial as when united. - Why should it be

thought impossible, since matter was created, for

Nature to create other material than (.physical to

create spirit material? There are millions of world**

inhabited by human beeings Jn that space you call

th<p sky. Donfc for a moment think that yours is the

only world, and that God made the universe for

you alone, ,
,

-

i
>)

'.

'This spirit world is in reality just as much a

part of your planet as the earth and tocka yon
tread upon. Arcnmd and about your globe, and
forming a part of it, are separate, material con-*

centric belts or zones, varying in width and vibra-

tory action, and therefore in density, into which
nil mankind and all planetary life passes, on the

happening of that event you call death*

only know the boundaries of these planes
in which 1 live anrl labor. 1 do not know any
more about the boundaries of the planes beyond
m<\thap you know of the planes beyond you/

'Others have reported of these lacalities as

follows;-
*

Your earth has belts, but they exiait in a

cruder condition than those of Jupiter and Saturn*

The belts or zones, that lie around your earth

^designed for the habitation of spirits out of



body, and as they outgrow the
1

p**siond of e

and become more refined, they pass to another or

higher zone,*
i

*Thm is another spirits report:-

, . .\

There are seven concentric ring's called

spheres. The region nearest the earth is known as

the first or rudimentary sphere. It really Hands
with your earth sphere. It is Just one step higher

In vibration. Growing more intense and increas-

ing in action are six more, distinguished as the

spiritual spheres. These are all zones or circles of

exceeding fine matter encompassing the earth like

belts or girdles each separate from the other and

regulated by fixed laws. They are not shapeless
fancies or mental oroj'ections, but ab**olufce enti-

ties, just as tangible as the planets of the solfrr

system, or the earth on which you reside. They
have latitude and longitude and atmosphere of

peculiarly vitalized vapor. The undulating currents

soft and balmy, are invigorattngrand pleasurable,
>

'

; . { .
.

What appears as space about your earth in

composed of ether. There are three distinct cir-

cles, thie outer filed with 'toore radiant vibrations

than those within. Beyond these, the sphers or

circles blend' with those of other planets. Each
circle is very, many fniles in depth* accordi&g
to your standard of measurement.
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"The light we have is obtained from the action

of our minds on the atmosphere. We think light,

and there is light That is why people who come
over in evil condition are in the dark; tKeir minds
ate not; competent to produce light enough for

them to see.

"There is greater intensity of light as we go
up through the spheres, which comes from the

blending of the more spiritual minds.

"Thought is a fluid, which becomes substance
to us when once it is formed into an expression*

It is a vibrant, living thing, and should bo recog-
nized as such and controlled accordingly;"*

Another spirit: speaks of light as follows:

"When you speak of the sun in the spirit

world you mistake for there is no such thing. There
is li(j(ht here radiated from the atoms, Our light

is very different from your sun. Your light is

grosser than ours; it is unnatural to us, and, there-

fore, painful to the spirit Our light is soft, radi-

ant and Very brilliant. Your phisical eye can never

behold it; it is so ethereal, so beautiful that it

blends with sensation,"

Various spirit people have decribed what

they sensed and observed as they passed from one
state to another and described the belts or zones
in which they live, close about this earth, where

they move with freedom 'among us, know; out

thoughts, ambitions and desires, share oWr sorrows
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and misfortunes and aid us by mental suggestion,
While they apparently are lost to us we are not
lost to them, they say, for they keep in touch with
us and welcome us as we pass into the great
beyond,

EDWARD C RANDALL
Frontier of the after life. Kalpaka 11-23
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A Strange Proof of Re-birth.

A two years-old boy.

Pandit Ram Gopal Misra* Duputy Collector,

Gorakhpore,

Two years back a male child was born to

Ram Charan Mahajan in village Kaurar. Some 3

months back, the boy used to have his coat 911 and
throw an Angochha (towel) over his shoulder, and



used to attempt to make his way to Pharha On
being questioned as to where he was gowiug9 he
used to say that he was Gopi Bania of Pharah and
wanted to go home. On further questions being
put to 'him, he gave out his story that he had a

shop at Pharha and one day wh&n he went in to

take out some colour powder for a customer ho
was bitten by a snake and died of snake* bite, that
he had his wife, one son and one daughter at

Pharha and that he had left some money burriecl

under ground in his house there. Now the fact

that one Gopi had died of snake-bite at Pharah in

the circumstances detailed by the boy, was know
to most of the village people In Kaurari, as this

village is only 3 miles from Pharah s the news
took no time in reaching the widow of Gopi, de-

ceased, at Pharah, who came to village Kaurari
with her children and was identified by the boy
from among a number of persons present* He also

fc

identified his alleged children.

(Sanatanist 7-2- 1930)
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The Theosophic Gleaner, Bombay, quotes a

most remarkable article form the Rangoon Gazette

which, records an induubitable case ofr re-incairna-

tion* The case, briefly^ is as follows; Mr- Tucker,
D. P. S. Pegu, waa haced to pieces by dacoits on

August 20, 1894, A boy was born between two
and three years ofterwarda of Burmese parents, in

Pegu district, who, between three and four years
5f age, spoke accurately on legal and other diffi-

cult points; he, bore on his body marks of wounds
similar to those inflicted on Mr. Tucker, was short

of the right little finger, cut off in the murder, and
was fair and blue-eyed. T%ken to Pegu he pointed
out a bungalow he hade lived in, spoke by bame



of some Engli*
1" friends rf Mr Tucker, described

the xnu.der, and poinled out Mr* Tucker's grave
in the cemelry, whiciiu it.- had not previously
vinited. . (Sanatanist 1 1-4-I931)
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Spiritualism

Evil spirits are of all degrees. All who pass
over with a sense of injustice in their heart, and
hatred anger and revenge no matter for whatso-
ever cause, serious or trivial, illegitimate or appa-
rently justifiable are a danger in any world,

causing unrest and ill-will amongst men. Their

thoughts and feelings are, like wireless messages,
broadcasted in the ether and atmosphere of space
and are picked up as suggestions and impulses by
those whose minds and characters respond to

such vibrations. More than that, they can in

person, by their presence, inspire control or obsess

suitable mortals to hate, anger and revenge to

wound or murder. They hope to gain satisfaction

by these means.
Then siimlarly there are those who have all-

owed jealousy to eat like a cancer into their soul
wf

There are the greedy and avaricious, those who
love and crave for power and authority oyer their

fellows, who love flattery, honour and glory above
all else. There are the sensualists (and alas they
are many) who always been making provision for

the flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof sexual excess,

drink, eating, drugs, love ot money and so on.

People dying with stropg fleshly lusts upon them

carry the memory and desire for these with them.
But they have no means of gratification or .full



grati- lication and so seek to come back and enjoy

their lust in a second hand sort of way by obse-

ssing mortals to the same lust and picking up
i. e., absorbing ^motions thus engendered.

MODERN SPIRITUALISM,

Richard A, BushKalpaka, 6-23
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[Elemenal disturbance]

ther is commotion in elements there is

great commotion within us. "Spirits*'
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